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1 - Title:  Edge of Tomorrow - Live, Die, Repeat… 
 

Storyline 

In 2015, aliens called "Mimics" arrive in Germany via an asteroid and swiftly conquer most of continental Europe. By 

2020, the United Defence Force (UDF), a global military alliance established to combat the alien threat, finally 

achieves a victory over the Mimics at Verdun using newly developed mech-suits. In Britain, the UDF plans a major 

invasion of France, and General Brigham orders recently attached public affairs officer Major William "Bill" Cage to 

cover it. Cage, having no combat experience, objects and threatens to blame Brigham if the invasion fails. Brigham 

has Cage arrested and sent to Heathrow Airport, now a military base. Cage awakens to find Brigham has demoted him 

to a private and falsely labelled him a deserter. He is assigned to Master Sergeant Farell and the misfit J-Squad, all of 

whom dislike and belittle him. 

 

On the morning of the invasion, Farell and J-Squad are quickly killed by the Mimics who were somehow aware of 

their planned invasion and ambushed them. Cage uses a Claymore mine to kill an unusually large blue Mimic but is 

mortally wounded by the explosion and covered in the alien's blood. Cage jolts awake to find himself back at 

Heathrow, reliving the previous morning. His attempts to warn Farell against the invasion are ignored and he 

experiences the loop of dying on the beach and waking at Heathrow repeatedly. With every subsequent loop, Cage's 

battlefield skills become more and more impressive. During one loop, Cage tries to save Sergeant Rita Vrataski, a 

celebrated hero of the battle of Verdun. Upon seeing his preternatural talent, Vrataski realizes Cage can loop time and 

orders him to find her the next time he wakes up. 

 

Cage reawakens and locates Vrataski, who takes him to Dr. Carter, an expert in Mimic biology. He explains that the 

Mimics are a superorganism in which the "Omega" controls the cerebrum, while the "Alphas" behave as the ganglia 

through which the Omega controls ordinary Mimics; if an Alpha is terminated, the Omega resets the day and adjusts 

its tactics until the battle is won. Cage inadvertently "hijacked" their ability to reset time through his exposure to an 

Alpha's blood. Vrataski had this ability at Verdun, using it to win the battle before she was wounded and received a 

blood transfusion, losing the power. She tells Cage to locate and kill the Omega to end the alien invasion. 

 

Over many more loops, Vrataski trains Cage to excel in combat. After a frustrating lesson, Cage escapes to London, 

only to discover that the Mimics will attack there next after the invasion. After seeing visions of a dam in Switzerland 

where the Omega is hiding and spending many loops figuring how to escape the invasion and reach the dam, Cage 

grows closer to Vrataski, but she is only interested in the mission. Convinced that the pair always reach a point on the 

journey where Vrataski is killed no matter what they do, Cage flies to the dam alone. The Omega is not there and he is 

ambushed by an Alpha which attempts to strip him of his ability to reset time, but Cage deliberately drowns himself. 

 

Cage and Vrataski infiltrate the Ministry of Defence, where Cage convinces Brigham to give him Carter's prototype 

device (which Brigham had confiscated from Carter before sending him to a psych ward) that can locate the Omega, 

but they are pursued by military police on leaving. During the ensuing car chase, Cage uses the device and discovers 

the Omega is under the Louvre Pyramid in Paris. Cage is seriously injured during capture and wakes up in a hospital to 

find he has been given a blood transfusion and has lost the ability to loop time. 

 

Vrataski frees Cage and they recruit J-Squad to help destroy the Omega before the invasion begins. They fly to Paris, 

where the soldiers sacrifice themselves so that Cage and Vrataski can reach the Louvre. Before luring away an Alpha 

standing between them and the submerged Omega, Vrataski kisses Cage to thank him for getting her as far as he did. 

The Alpha kills Vrataski and mortally wounds Cage, but he manages to drop a belt of grenades that destroys the 

Omega. 

 

As a dying Cage floats down into the Omega's blood, he wakes up en-route to his first meeting with Brigham, who 

announces on TV that Mimic activity has ceased following a mysterious energy surge in Paris. Cage goes to 

Heathrow, now a Major again, and sees that all of J-Squad is alive. He later finds Vrataski, who doesn't recognize him; 

Cage laughs. 

 

 

Cast 



Tom Cruise as Major William Cage 

Emily Blunt as Sergeant Rita Vrataski 

Bill Paxton as Master Sergeant Farell 

Brendan Gleeson as General Brigham 

Noah Taylor as Dr. Noah Carter 

Jonas Armstrong as Skinner 

Tony Way as Kimmel 

Kick Gurry as Griff 

Charlotte Riley as Nance 

Franz Drameh as Ford 

Dragomir Mrsic as Kuntz 

Masayoshi Haneda as Takeda 

Madeleine Mantock as Corporal Julie Montgomery 

Harry Landis as Old Man 3 

 

Crew 
Doug Liman in front of a steel beam. 

Director Doug Liman at the Paris premiere of the film 

Doug Liman – director 

Christopher McQuarrie – co-writer 

Jez Butterworth – co-writer 

John-Henry Butterworth – co-writer 

Erwin Stoff – producer 

Tom Lassally – producer 

Jeffrey Silver – producer 

Gregory Jacobs – producer 

Jason Hoffs – producer 

Dion Beebe – cinematographer 

Oliver Scholl – production designer 

Kate Hawley – costume designer 

James Herbert – editor 

Laura Jennings – editor 

Christophe Beck – composer 

Nick Davis – visual effects supervisor 

 
Parents Guide 

Certification  

Argentina:13  Australia:M  Brazil:14  Canada:PG  Canada:G (Quebec)  Chile:TE+7  Colombia:12  Denmark:11  Egypt:Not Rated 

(self-applied)  Finland:K-12  France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Greece:K-12  Hong Kong:IIB  Hungary:12  India:UA  

Indonesia:16+ (self-applied)  Ireland:12A  Israel:ALL  Italy:T  Japan:G  Lithuania:N-13  Malaysia:P13  Mexico:B  Netherlands:16  

New Zealand:M  Norway:11 (2014, cinema rating)  Philippines:PG-13  Poland:12  Portugal:M/12  Russia:12+  Singapore:PG13  

South Africa:10-12  South Korea:12  Spain:12  Sweden:11  Switzerland:14  Taiwan:PG-12  Thailand:G  Turkey:13A  United 

Kingdom:12A  United Kingdom:12 (DVD rating)  United States:PG-13 (cerificate #49008)  United Arab Emirates:PG-15 (self-

applied)  Vietnam:C13 

 

Sex & Nudity –Mild Violence & Gore – Moderate, Profanity –Mild,  Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking – Mild  Frightening & 

Intense Scenes – Moderate 
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